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A pAper clip inspired typefAce with chArActer.
Agrafa is a technical but versatile display face that works in both large and small sizes. Most of the 
glyphs are made from one continuos line and shows the constraints of bending a paperclip/wire. 
the family consist of four weights, hairline, thin, light and Book, last three also comes with an 
oblique companion. 
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Wire is versatile, and the most commonplace wire is in paper clips. Thus a paper 
clip is a useful accessory in many kinds of mechanical work including computer 
work: the metal wire can be unfolded with a little force. Several devices call for 
a very thin rod to push a recessed button which the user might only rarely need.
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This is seen on most CD-ROM drives as an “emergency eject” should the power 
fail; also on early floppy disk drives (including the early Macintosh). 1st generation 
iPhones required a paper clip to eject the sim card and some Palm PDAs advise the 
use of a paper clip to reset the device.
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Hairline 10pt

thin/thin Oblique 10pt

light/light Oblique 10pt

Book/Book oblique 10pt
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